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For many stakeholders, it is obvious that radiological characterization is essential for D&D projects
and all of them have its own specificities. Different types of techniques have been developed for
characterizations not only by destructive methods but also by in situ investigations. Since 2010, the
LASE laboratory, in charge of characterizations of different radionuclides that can be found in nuclear
wastes, has developed the Digital Autoradiography (DA) technique [1]. DA technique is in routine use
commercially for biological researches to obtain images of labelled molecules containing H-3, C-14, I129, … i.e. radionuclides difficult to measure. The needs to investigate these hard to observe
radionuclides were one of the R&D subjects for D&D proposed recently and highlighted by OCDE
[2].
Since the beginning of the researches on DA technique two main applications have been developed: the radiological mapping in nuclear facilities under dismantling – and the studies of particular
samples. In facilities to be characterized, Digital Autoradiography was chosen as a promising
technique to analyze in situ tritium and other radionuclides. By using reusable screens (Figure 1), it
was possible after data processing and Kartotrak software use, to obtain reliable two dimensional
mappings of radioactivity traces for several 200 m2 laboratories.

Figure 1: Phosphor screen used in the study; left: sensitive side, right: back side; type: TR,
commercialized by Perkin Elmer; size: 12.5 x 25 cm²
The software is able to calculate uncertainties of the different measurements and to calculate
contaminated surfaces in order to provide accurate results to work on D&D scenario to minimize risks
and costs. Apart from these developments on mapping results, Digital Autoradiography has also been
developed for optimization of samplings required for destructive analysis. High accurate techniques
providing analysis of radionuclides that must be surveyed for nuclear waste repository requires the
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digestion of very small amount of solids, muds, … (typically less than one g) that must be chosen and
Digital Autoradiography is efficient for sampling process. Hot spots can be observed on DA images
providing very significant samples (Figure 2). The possibility to provide image of radioactivity is a
great advantage in many applications that has been developed by LASE laboratory: wipes sorts, core
investigations, ….

Figure 2: Tritium measured on a piece of wood
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